
TREEANGLE consists of three elements: a simple three step process; three behaviours and a toolkit 
of 66 tools that tigether have been proven to stimulate different thinking, gently pushing you out 
of your comfort zone. The process starts and ends with a rigorous, well-grounded thinking which 

allows blue sky ideas in between.

The first stage 
of the process helps you define 

your problem fully – ensuring you 
start in the right place and set off 

in the right direction. The second stage  
harnesses and focuses the team’s 

brain power. The training 
introduces three behaviours, how 

they might work for you and supports 
you to start using them and eventually, 
adopt them. Changing your behaviour 
takes time, effort and support but it’s 
worth it to deliver lasting, sustainable, 

impactful results.

The third stage 
uses a selection of 66 tools to 
invent, harvest and action plan 

the new ideas that will deliver the 
results you are after. 

These easy to use tool-cards 
provide the stimulus to get your 

brains thinking differently! 
Within the toolkit some tools are 
suited to individual work, some 
to groups, some to introverts 

others to extroverts.

TREEANGLE explained:

This innovative programme provides this learning in an inspiring, fun, 
deliberate and effective way, and it works for everyone in any field!

Want to know more? Tel: 01452 770 680 Email: enquiries@tree-house.co.uk  Website: www.tree-house.co.uk

Tried & tested 
Developed from 
primary research 

amongst creativity 
experts, and proven 

over and again

Second nature
Develops both skills 

and behaviours making 
creativity intuitive and 
something you do all 

day, everyday 

Flexible
For any challenge

or situation

Easy to use
Simple, clear and 

impactful – easy to 
remember and adopt

A balance of rigour 
and creativity 

Delivers bigger, better, 
faster ideas that are 
realistic and creative, 
‘owned’ by you, the 

creators

Do you need to overcome a business problem or challenge? 
Found yourself in a mental rut or have a need to think differently?

TREEANGLE is the perfect solution that allows for innovative and fresh thinking, generating bigger, 
better, faster and more cost effective results. TREEANGLE is a proprietary tool from Treehouse born 

from research and is both business and public sector tried and tested; from developing new 
packaging to saving lives in Afghanistan.
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